“Your degree acknowledges that you are—and forever will be—a part of the amazing Spartan network that spans the globe. You are part of this university—our annals—and, I hope, MSU is in your heart forever. You have before you the opportunity to extend your positive influence into the wider world for years to come.”

Lou Anna K. Simon Ph.D.
President
Michigan State University
Mock Diplomas and the Commencement Program Booklet

Commencement mock diplomas, which are presented to degree candidates at their commencement ceremonies, are 30% post-consumer recycled content. The Commencement program booklet is 100% post-consumer recycled content.

Caps and Gowns
Graduating seniors’ caps and gowns and master’s degrees’ caps and gowns are made of post-consumer recycled content; each cap and gown is made of a minimum of 13 plastic bottles.

Graduating Seniors and Master’s Degree Candidates
Once all of your favorite photos are taken on campus, please recycle your gown at the MSU Union Spartan Spirit Shop.

For additional information about environmental stewardship at MSU, please visit Be Spartan Green at www.bespartangreen.msu.edu.

GRADUATING CLASS
MSU Alumni Association
Invites you to activate your two-year complimentary membership for 2013 graduates.

For information please visit www.alumni.msu.edu.

Senior Class Gift
Information is available at www.givingto.msu.edu/seniorgift.
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ADVANCED DEGREES
Friday, December 13
3:30 p.m.
Jack Breslin Student Events Center

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
Saturday, December 14
10:00 a.m.
Jack Breslin Student Events Center

Residential Arts and Humanities
Arts and Letters
Broad Business Education
James Madison Music
Social Science

2:00 p.m.,
Agriculture and Natural Resources
Communication Arts and Sciences
Engineering
Lyman Briggs
Natural Science
Nursing

LAW DEGREES
Thursday, December 19
3:00 p.m.
Auditorium
Kellogg Hotel and Conference Center

Diplomas will be mailed to degree recipients approximately one month after the end of the semester.

Photo above: One of many lanterns seen on campus—the original design dates back to the late 1920s.
The Mission Statement was approved by the Board of Trustees on April 18, 2008.
From the President  December 2013
CONGRATULATORY LETTER

DEAR GRADUATES AND FAMILIES:

Graduation is an important milestone. At commencement ceremonies, we celebrate our graduates and their accomplishments at Michigan State University, and we acknowledge the encouragement and support that family and other significant individuals have provided them. Reaching this milestone marks the completion of a degree program and the beginning of the next chapter in each student’s life. Graduates become part of a tradition that spans more than 150 years. As a person with a long-standing connection to Michigan State, I have had many opportunities to interact with alumni, students, faculty, and staff who, on a daily basis, are advancing knowledge and transforming lives.

Although much has changed along the banks of the Red Cedar River since I first enrolled in 1970, the core values of the University remain—quality, inclusiveness, and connectivity. MSU leads as a “community-engaged university.” Our faculty and students are involved in outreach and forge partnerships to serve the public good. Through research, education, and practice, we make the world and our campus better places. To be a Spartan is to be a part of something big. There are more than 500,000 Spartans at work on every continent, rising to practically every challenge imaginable. Every day, we make the world more sustainable, healthy, safe, and beautiful, proving again and again that “Spartans Will.”

Our graduates go forth as caring global citizens, and although we bid you farewell I ask you to recall what our legendary President John A. Hannah confirmed. A special bond is forged with our graduates.

Until the moment degrees are conferred and diplomas presented, a university and its students are in a temporary relationship. Either can disclaim the other at any time before that final moment. But when commencement is concluded, Michigan State University places its stamp of approval upon you. You become part of this University...forever. Forever starts now. May you have a very bright future and come home often.

Sincerely,
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon Ph.D.
President

From the Acting Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs  December 2013
CONGRATULATORY LETTER

DEAR GRADUATES AND FAMILIES:

Congratulations to our graduates and your families! As President Simon encourages you to come home often, so do I!

As you may or may not know, I earned my degrees at Michigan State University. This education has served me well.

It gives me great pleasure to be here at a time when Michigan State University continues to create new opportunities at home, in the state of Michigan, and around the world. With our students and faculty, we are achieving new levels of excellence even as we face many new challenges. Our students are enthusiastic in taking advantage of the opportunities to study and to expand their views, and to grow as individuals and global citizens.

As you and your families celebrate your accomplishments at Michigan State University, we join you in that celebration and wish you the best in all of your personal and professional pursuits and in your future endeavors as Spartans. May the relationships you forged here with your professors and other students continue to inspire you.

Sincerely,
June Pierce Youatt Ph.D.
Acting Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs

As you and your families celebrate your accomplishments at Michigan State University, we join you in that celebration and wish you the best in all of your personal and professional pursuits and in your future endeavors as Spartans. May the relationships you forged here with your professors and other students continue to inspire you.

Sincerely,
June Pierce Youatt Ph.D.
Acting Provost and Executive Vice President for Academic Affairs
Tower now stands, the East Lansing campus has grown from a small Agricultural College to a major research university with more than 200,000 students across the state, the region, and around the world. From its beginnings on the site where Beaumont Tower now stands, the East Lansing campus has more than 200,000 students from more than 83 countries in Michigan, all 50 states, and more than 150 other countries. There are more than one-half million Spartan alumni living around the globe.

Since its agricultural beginnings, MSU has grown to 17 degree-granting colleges offering more than 200 programs of study, including graduate and professional education. The Honors College attracts academically talented scholars and enables these students to pursue individualized, enriched programs of study. Research and other grants total nearly $500 million a year. The top federal funding agencies include the National Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Other externally funded research programs include the MSU-U.S. Department of Energy Plant Research Laboratory, the Center for Advancing Microbial Risk Assessment, the Great Lakes Bioenergy Research Center, the Energy and Automotive Research Laboratory Centers, the Composite Vehicle Research Center, the U.S.-China Center for Research on Educational Excellence, the Center for Advanced Study of International Development, and the Center for International Business Education and Research.

The National Superconducting Cyclotron Laboratory is the premier rare isotope research facility in the nation. In December 2008, the U.S. Department of Energy selected MSU to design and establish the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB). The proposed $750 million facility will bring together an international community of leading scientists. Their work will help unlock the mysteries of the universe and promote breakthrough applications for medicine, security, and industry.

MSU Extension reaches into all 83 counties in Michigan to provide practical, university-based knowledge. The AgBioResearch (formerly Michigan Agricultural Experiment Station) encompasses the research of 350 scientists in six colleges and a network of 13 research centers across the state. Their work ranges from agricultural production, alternative energy and biofuel production, food safety and environmental stewardship to childhood obesity, community development, and the quality of life of Michigan youth and families. University Outreach and Engagement connects faculty with external audiences and constituencies to address community issues through research and collaboration. MSU Global extends academic and professional degree and certificate programs to off-campus learners.

MSU is a national leader in study abroad among U.S. public universities with more than 200 programs on all continents in more than 60 countries. Nearly 3,000 MSU students participate in study abroad each year. Michigan State University is a member of the Association of American Universities, the Association of Public and Land-grant Universities, the American Council on Education, the American Council of Learned Societies, the Council of Graduate Schools, and the Community on Institutional Cooperation.

CEREMONY LYRICS

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER
O, say, can you see by the dawn’s early light, What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming, Whose broad stripes and bright stars, through the perilous fight, O'er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming? And the rockets' red glare, the bombs bursting in air, Gave proof through the night that our flag was still there.
O, say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave, O'er the land of the free, and the home of the brave. AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
O beautiful for spacious skies, For amber waves of grain, For purple mountain majesties Above the fruited plain!
America! America! God shed his grace on thee And crown thy good with brotherhood From sea to shining sea!

ALMA MATER
M.S.U., We love thy shadows, when twilight silence falls, Filing deep and softly paling, o'er ivy-covered halls.
Beneath the pines we'll gather, to give our faith so true, Sing our love for Alma Mater, and thy praises, M.S.U.

When from these scenes we wander, and twilight shadows fade, Our mem'ry still will linger, where light and shadows played; In the evening oft we gather, and pledge our faith anew, Sing our love for Alma Mater, and thy praises, MSU.

MSU FIGHT SONG
On the banks of the Red Cedar, Is a school that's known to all; Its specialties is winning, and those Spartans play good ball; Spartan teams are never beaten, all through the games they fight; Fight for the only colors, Green and White. Go right thru' for MSU, watch the points keep growing. Spartan teams are bound to win, they're fighting with a vim. RAH! RAH! RAH! See their team is weakening, we're going to win this game. Fight! Fight! Fight! Team, Fight! Victory for MSU.

The lyrics of "Alma Mater" were written by Bernard F. Spain, and were adopted as the official MSU Alma Mater in 1925. The melody is based on Donizetti's Lucia di Lammermoor: it was not until March 30, 1849, after a vote by the students, that the popular song on campus known as the MSU "Shawdows" was finally adopted as the official Alma Mater.

The lyrics of "Spartan Fight Song" were written by Francis Irvin Lesley (MSU Engineering, 1916).
UNDERWAT sollte die Universität Mace anlässlich der Vorarbeiten zu einem neuen Universitätspräsidenten werden. Die Mace, ein Symbol für Ehren und Ehre, wurde in der Tradition der Vorläuferstäbe der Universität Michigan, die zu Beginn der 1850er-Jahre errichtet wurden, verwendet. Sie stand als Symbol für Michigans Geschichte und war ein Teil der Universitätsmarke.

Historisch gesehen, ist die Mace ein Symbol der Autorität, des Ehrengrades und der Ehrenstelle, an einem Tag, an dem die Studierenden ihren Ehrengrad erhielten. Sie wurde von den Studenten mit einem Ehrengrad in der Hand getragen und war ein Teil der feierlichen Prozession.

Die Mace, ein 42 Zentimeter langes Stück, enthält farbige und stilistische Elemente, die die Universitätsmarke der MSU darstellen. Sie wurde von den Studenten mit einem Ehrengrad in der Hand getragen und war ein Teil der feierlichen Prozession.
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HONORARY DEGREES

Alumnus Eli Broad, for whom MSU’s Eli Broad College of Business is named, is a renowned business leader who built two Fortune 500 companies from the ground up. Not only is he a successful entrepreneur, but Mr. Broad and his wife, Edythe, are engaged in many important philanthropic endeavors. In fall 2002, Michigan State University proudly awarded Mr. Broad an honorary doctorate of humanities.

Eli Broad and his wife, Edythe, with a total gift of $28 million, have made contemporary art available to the entire Michigan State University community and those who visit us from around the globe. The Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum officially opened November 10, 2012. The world-class art museum is designed by Pritzker Prize-winning architect Zaha Hadid. For information about the facility, exhibitions and programs, please visit www.broadmuseum.msu.edu.

We tell our graduates to “Come Home Often.” We hope that you, and your family, will come home often and include a visit to the Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum.

HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS

MARY SUE COLEMAN
As president of the University of Michigan since 2002, you have been nationally recognized as a higher education leader who has impacted future generations of your students, as well as society at large.

You are regarded as a national spokesperson on the educational value of diverse perspectives in the classroom and have been honored by the Michigan Roundtable for Diversity and Inclusion with their Humanitarian of the Year award and the Michigan Women’s Foundation with its Trillium Lifetime Achievement Award.

Your extensive leadership positions in higher education have included the National Collegiate Athletic Association Board of Directors, the Knight Commission on Intercollegiate Athletics, and the Association of American Universities.

After earning your undergraduate degree in chemistry from Grinnell College and your doctorate in biochemistry from the University of North Carolina, you had a distinguished research career focused on the immune system and malignancies, working for 19 years at the University of Kentucky.

You are a Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, and have been elected to the Institute of Medicine. As the chair of a major policy study at the Institute of Medicine that examined the consequences of uninsurance, you became a nationally recognized expert on that issue.

For your visionary leadership in higher education and health policy, as well as your courage in promoting openness and diversity throughout the academic community, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Laws from Michigan State University.

JAMES PATRICK HACKETT
You are chief executive officer and director of Steelcase Incorporated overseeing all company operations for nearly twenty years. During that time, you transformed Steelcase from a traditional manufacturer into an industry innovator that conducts operations in more than 50 countries around the world from headquarters in Grand Rapids.

At Steelcase, you fostered an atmosphere of lifelong learning throughout the company. You have served as a role model for other businesses to follow by leading a sustainability revolution throughout the supply chain industry that serves your company.

Your Michigan roots are strong. After earning your bachelor’s degree from the University of Michigan, you held sales and management positions at Procter & Gamble in Detroit. You serve on the board of advisors to the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy and the leadership council of the Life Sciences Institute at the University of Michigan.

You are a past chairman of the Board of Overseers for the Illinois Institute of Technology’s Institute of Design and a member of the executive committee of the board of directors for the National Center for Arts and Technology.

For your integrity and creativity in providing value to your customers and prosperity to your company in a responsible, sustainable way, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.
HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS

Sergio Marchionne
You are the leader of one of the most well-known vehicle-manufacturing conglomerates in the world. As chairman and chief executive officer of Chrysler Group LLC and chief executive officer of Fiat S.p.A., as well as several related corporate entities, you have earned global admiration for returning your companies to profitability during a time of economic upheaval. You are a truly multinational leader. A native of Chieti, Italy, you grew up in Canada and hold dual Canadian and Italian citizenship. You are a member of the board of the Peterson Institute for International Economics and the chairman of the Italian Branch of the Council for the United States and Italy.

You are a barrister, solicitor and chartered accountant, having earned a Bachelor of Laws from Osgoode Hall Law School at York University in Toronto, and a Master of Business Administration and a Bachelor of Commerce from the University of Windsor, Canada.

Among your many honors, you hold the Cavaliere del Levante, the Italian national order of chivalry for those who have been singularly meritorious in agriculture, industry and commerce crafts, lending and insurance. In 2011, Columbia Business School awarded you the Deming Cup for operational excellence and fostering a culture of continuous improvement in your enterprise.

For your admirable leadership in challenging times and your commitment to a multicultural, collegial style of problem-solving that we in academia aspire to model for the engineers of the future, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Engineering from Michigan State University.

William Samuel White
You have devoted 44 years of your life to serving the ideals of the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, of which you are now chief executive officer. You serve as a role model of the foundation’s world vision in which each of us is in partnership with the rest of the human race—where each individual’s quality of life is connected to the well-being of the community, both locally and globally.

While the foundation remains strongly committed to its hometown of Flint, Michigan, which received $32 million in support last year, you have taken a global view of your mission. As a result, you have received such recognition as the Republic of Poland’s Officer’s Cross of Merit award—given in appreciation of the role the Mott Foundation has played in building independent, active, and visible non-governmental organizations working for the public good. The United Kingdom’s Community Foundation Network (CFN) gave the first-ever Beacon Award for Services to Community Philanthropy to you for your “creative and innovative approach to leveraging new money into communities.”

A champion of community-wide support for education—from early childhood to post-secondary education—you received both your bachelor’s degree and your master’s in business administration degree from Dartmouth College.

For your tireless commitment to making the world a better place, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.

JULIE MEHRETU
You are an accomplished artist who has been internationally recognized and sought after for your unique vision. You have received the MacArthur “Genius” Award, the American Art Award from the Whitney Museum in New York, the Pat Hearn Inaugural Award, and numerous grants for your work. You have been a resident of the Core Program, Glassell School of Art, The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, and the Artist-in-Residence Program at the Studio Museum in Harlem.

New York Magazine describes your paintings as “resilient abstract works that map real and imaginary cities in layered flickers of ink and broad strokes of color.” The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum notes that your “semblantastic works explore the intersections of power, history, dystopia, and the built environment and their impact on the formation of personal and transcommunal identities.”

Although you are well-known for your large abstract paintings, your work with prints and etchings has resulted in acclaimed collaborative projects at professional printmaking studios across America.

You were born in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and studied at University Cheikh Anta Diop, Dakar, Senegal. You earned your bachelor’s degree from Kalamazoo College, Michigan, and your master of fine arts from Rhode Island School of Design, Providence.

For your successful efforts at representing worldwide social concerns through your highly creative and thought-provoking artwork, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Fine Arts from Michigan State University.

HONORARY DEGREE CITATIONS

Julie Mehretu
You are an accomplished artist who has been internationally recognized and sought after for your unique vision. You have received the MacArthur "Genius" Award, the American Art Award from the Whitney Museum in New York, the Pat Hearn Inaugural Award, and numerous grants for your work. You have been a resident of the Core Program, Glassell School of Art, The Museum of Fine Arts, Houston, and the Artist-in-Residence Program at the Studio Museum in Harlem.

New York Magazine describes your paintings as "resilient abstract works that map real and imaginary cities in layered flickers of ink and broad strokes of color." The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum notes that your "semblantastic works explore the intersections of power, history, dystopia, and the built environment and their impact on the formation of personal and transcommunal identities."

Although you are well-known for your large abstract paintings, your work with prints and etchings has resulted in acclaimed collaborative projects at professional printmaking studios across America.

You were born in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, and studied at University Cheikh Anta Diop, Dakar, Senegal. You earned your bachelor's degree from Kalamazoo College, Michigan, and your master of fine arts from Rhode Island School of Design, Providence.

For your successful efforts at representing worldwide social concerns through your highly creative and thought-provoking artwork, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Fine Arts from Michigan State University.

William Samuel White
You have devoted 44 years of your life to serving the ideals of the Charles Stewart Mott Foundation, of which you are now chief executive officer. You serve as a role model of the foundation's world vision in which each of us is in partnership with the rest of the human race—where each individual's quality of life is connected to the well-being of the community, both locally and globally.

While the foundation remains strongly committed to its hometown of Flint, Michigan, which received $32 million in support last year, you have taken a global view of your mission. As a result, you have received such recognition as the Republic of Poland's Officer's Cross of Merit award—given in appreciation of the role the Mott Foundation has played in building independent, active, and visible non-governmental organizations working for the public good. The United Kingdom's Community Foundation Network (CFN) gave the first-ever Beacon Award for Services to Community Philanthropy to you for your "creative and innovative approach to leveraging new money into communities."

A champion of community-wide support for education—from early childhood to post-secondary education—you received both your bachelor's degree and your master's in business administration degree from Dartmouth College.

For your tireless commitment to making the world a better place, I am pleased to award you the honorary degree of Doctor of Humanities from Michigan State University.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

• Leads the nation in study abroad participation among public universities for eighth consecutive year and ninth in the nation for international student enrollment
• Silver rating from the Association for the Advancement of Sustainability in Higher Education’s STARS program, which measures and encourages sustainability in education and research; operations; and planning, administration, and engagement

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

HONORS
The University acknowledges candidates for the bachelor's degree who will graduate as Academic Scholars (A), from the Honors College (H), With Honor (*), or With High Honor (**). Academic Scholars completed a two-year honors program including at least four honors-caliber courses. Honors College graduates are academically talented students who have participated in rigorous, highly individualized programs of study, including at least eight honors-caliber courses.

Graduation Honors: the current minimum grade point average for seniors graduating With Honor is 3.71 and those graduating With High Honor is 3.90 (which is approximately 20 percent of graduating seniors who have earned the highest grade point averages). Recognition of graduation honors in the commencement program is based on the grade point average of all work at MSU completed prior to the opening of the semester of graduation. To be eligible for graduation honors, transfer students must earn a minimum of 50 semester credits at MSU.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES AWARDS

Summer 2013
Diana B. Brown
Kathleen K. Madigan
Kaitlin P. Shea
Ashley M. Taglauer
Alessandra C. Tricozzi
Joshua D. Vaughn

Fall 2013
Joshua D. Corteville
Stephanie A. DeBolle
Tracie J. Green
Craig A. Miller Jr.
Evan J. Pennisi
Zachary MD Reed

Honors associated with a degree candidate’s name are based on the individual’s cumulative grade point average through Summer 2013 and do not reflect Fall 2013 semester grades.

Photo above left: Beaumont Tower, an MSU icon.
Photo above right: The Sower, an Art Deco bas-relief by Lee Lawrie (1922), over the Beaumont Tower entrance.
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES - MORNING

Presiding
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President, Michigan State University

Processional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I (Be-Bop Spartans)
Conducted by Rodney T. Whitaker, University Distinguished Professor

The Star Spangled Banner (lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Francis Scott Key, Arranged by Michael D. Sailors
Led by Rockelle Fortin
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I (Be-Bop Spartans)

Moment of Silence

Presentation of Honorary Degree Candidates
Stephen D. H. Hsu, Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies

Address
James P. Hecott
Chief Executive Officer
Steelcase Inc.
Grand Rapids, Michigan

Special Music
Do Nothin' 'til You Hear From Me
Composed by Duke Ellington, and Arranged by John Clayton
Soloists: Walter A. Cano, trumpet (junior student, jazz studies), and Rockelle Fortin, vocalist

Introduction and Remarks
The Honorable Joel I. Ferguson, Chairman, MSU Board of Trustees

Senior Class Remarks
Kurt Matthew Trowbridge

Presentation of Senior Class Gift Campaign
Hannah Elizabeth Coleman and Christopher Martin

Confering of Degrees
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Presentation of Board of Trustees Awards
June Pierce Youatt, Acting Provost

Recognition of Student Achievements
June Pierce Youatt, Acting Provost

Presentation of Diplomas
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Concluding Remarks
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Alma Mater (lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Bernard Traynor, Arranged by Michael D. Sailors
(The Orchestra, Mrs. Fortin, and Audience)

Recessional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I (Be-Bop Spartans)
Conducted by Rodney T. Whitaker, University Distinguished Professor

Professor L. Susan Carter, Chairperson, The Steering Committee, MSU Academic Governance, is the academic mace bearer. We would like to express our appreciation to the Senior Class Council and staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises.

The audience is requested to remain seated while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.

BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

ORDER OF CEREMONIES - AFTERNOON

Presiding
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President, Michigan State University

Processional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I (Be-Bop Spartans)
Conducted by Rodney T. Whitaker, University Distinguished Professor

The Star Spangled Banner (lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Francis Scott Key, Arranged by Michael D. Sailors
Led by Rockelle Fortin
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I (Be-Bop Spartans)

Moment of Silence

Presentation of Honorary Degree Candidates
Stephen D. H. Hsu, Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies

Address
Sergio Marchionne
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Chrysler Group LLC
Chief Executive Officer, Fiat S.p.A
Auburn Hills, Michigan

Special Music
Do Nothin' 'til You Hear From Me
Composed by Duke Ellington, and Arranged by John Clayton
Soloists: Walter A. Cano, trumpet (junior student, jazz studies), and Rockelle Fortin, vocalist

Introduction and Remarks
The Honorable Joel I. Ferguson, Chairman, MSU Board of Trustees

Senior Class Remarks
Travis John Borchard

Presentation of Senior Class Gift Campaign
Hannah Elizabeth Coleman and Christopher Martin

Confering of Degrees
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Presentation of Board of Trustees Awards
June Pierce Youatt, Acting Provost

Recognition of Student Achievements
June Pierce Youatt, Acting Provost

Presentation of Diplomas
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Concluding Remarks
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Alma Mater (lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Bernard Traynor, Arranged by Michael D. Sailors
(The Orchestra, Mrs. Fortin, and Audience)

Recessional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra I (Be-Bop Spartans)
Conducted by Rodney T. Whitaker, University Distinguished Professor

Professor L. Susan Carter, Chairperson, The Steering Committee, MSU Academic Governance, is the academic mace bearer. We would like to express our appreciation to the Senior Class Council and staff for their assistance at the commencement exercises.

The audience is requested to remain seated while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.
Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Interior Design
S A Margaret Lyman Berkwell
S Alesia Frances Poleczak

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Animal Science
S Julie Margaret Lyman

Fisheries and Wildlife (cont.)
S Ashley Renee Caraselli

Agricultural Management
S Ty Alexander Raymond Parent

Construction Management
S Aram Ali Allah

Construction
S Angel Rishad Sidhwa

Crops and Soil Sciences
S Joseph Ryan Allman

Culinary Arts
S Ameena Shafia

Dietetics
S WHATS

Economics
S WHATS

Environmental Economics and Policy
S WHATS

Environmental Studies and Agiscience
S WHATS

Entomology
S WHATS

Finance
S WHATS

Food Science
S WHATS

Forestry
S WHATS

Geology
S WHATS

Health
S WHATS

Horticulture
S WHATS

Interdisciplinary Studies
S WHATS

Nutritional Sciences
S WHATS

Poultry Science
S WHATS

Rural Resource Recreation and Tourism
S WHATS

Soil Science
S WHATS

Fisheries and Wildlife
S WHATS
Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates - Summer and Fall 2013

RESIDENTIAL COLLEGE IN THE ARTS AND HUMANITIES

Stephen L. Esquith, Dean

Graduates and Candidates - Summer and Fall 2013

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

5 Elizabeth Abeler-Allison
5 Monique Lauren Bechard
5 Anna Katherine Brillhaupt
5 Carlyn Sarah Deaver
5 Dylan Charles Dirvies
4 Madison Monagel Henry
4 Elizabeth Samantha Kole
4 Alston Joan Leeuw
4 Kendra Mechell Lyne
4 Chloe Cecchietti Menkes
3 Anna Marie Marshall Melcher
3 Augusta Rose Morrison
3 Emily Lorraine Nett
3 Kathryn Rose Nowinski
3 Matthew Thomas Radick
3 Keiana Robin Solo
3 Kurt Matthew Trowbridge
3 S·S·S·
3 S·S·S·
3 S·S·S·
3 Anna Katherine Breithaupt
3 Elizabeth Samantha Kole
3 Kendra Mechell Lyne
3 Harrison Jay Skelton
3 Isaiah Thomas Thomas
3 Jordan Alexander Ursprung
3 Kelsie Michelle Zaidi
3 Matt Konstanta Zaloga
3 S·S·S·
3 S·S·S·
3 S·S·S·
3 L. Esquith, Dean

Graduates and Candidates - Summer and Fall 2013

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND LETTERS

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Apparel and Textiles
Cina Cimorene Sade Bennett
Sarahd Rana
Kiana Shariq
Laura Elizabeth Schuler
Ting Wu

Art History and Visual Culture
Lauren Ashley Brailer
Steven Russell Whaley

Chinese
Michael Thomas Fliegner
Peter Brandon Koonke
Changchun Yao

English
Klio Wen Ahn
Molly Ann Boldus
Robert Alan Black
Emily Ann Bohne
Sean Joseph Bourke
Jaclyn Christine Burr
Katrin Assmundur
cassidy格林伯格
Elizabeth Ann Cikak
Kievil Christine Cox
Kirstle Lynn Day
Sarah Cellin Diapa
Cameron James Evans
Noah Matthew Gabbeddy
Austin Sean Gossach
Avery Lynn Hammond
Kala Jaylin Hein
Brandy Koren Holton
Paliga Carolyn Elver Hook
Jeeninove Victoria James
Kathryn Nicole Keir
Mica Scotti Kole

Interdisciplinary Humanities
Lauren Law Cnorkhite
Shelby Berie Davis
Seraphina Deone
Robert John Jaksic
Megan Kathleen O'grady
Jessica Ann Parks
Patricia Renee Wheeler

Japanese
Joseph Thomas Carly
Kristen June Graffiner
Jeanne Christine Makom
Amanda Jean Schneider

Linguistics
Raya Elaine Barnes
Brandan James Grenier
Kay Ann Schlang

Philosophy
Brady Allen Burns
Noa Tehmoush Debord
Jonathan Cardwel Joseph
Kyla M. Nabokof

Global Studies in the Arts and Humanities
Stephanie Elaine Hemard
Huntington R. Lom Kim
Erica Frances Newick
Heather Anne Searshout

Hamlines-Preaw
Anthony Edward Adamsowicz
Leehor Stephanie La
Katherlein Mae Mollanen
Jacot Grant Joshua Nevin
Christina Marie Parsons
Sara Elizabeth Richard
Joseph Donald Staughto Sweeney

Aubrey Jeanette LaPorte
S·S·S·

H·

Karin A. Wurst, Dean

Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates - Summer and Fall 2013

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

5 Sarah Marie Vazovic
5 Tiffani Alayce Welles
5 Danielle Marie Wightman

Religious Studies
5 Zylika Mary Salam
5 Brandon Reese Yenbeck

Russian
5 Kyra C. Kalgorgi

Spanish
H·

5 Laura Kathlyn Bliant
5 Rachel E. Carpenter

5 Amanda Marie Carr
5 Brenna Elise Corby
5 Carly Marie Ellinger
5 Angel Marie Korting
5 Brooke Alexis Kots
Halay Aron Kuntz
5 Hallo Jo LeBlanc de Smith

5 Maria Elena Navedo
5 Suzanne Michelle Pahl
5 Britani Marie Ricco
5 september Chanir Waites

Studio Art
5 Ryan Matthew Eisch

Holly Nicole Gilson-Meyer
5 Kyra C. Kalogorgi
5 Gina Christine Lang

Ludwin Navarro
5 Cody Patrick O'Connell
5 David Michael Pomietz
5 Hung-Shing Tsui

Theatre
5 Benjamin Jacob DeGroot

Chelsa Laura Lucas
5 Alexander Puling

Women's and Gender Studies
5 Jamielle Nicole Moore
Stefanie A. Lenway, Dean
THE ELI BROAD COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

Accounting

Joseph Mark Manquan

HS**
Chengru Mao
Scott Glenn Marsham
David Joseph Macius

S
S
S
S

Tyler Jon McCarty
Kathleen Anne McDonald
Kevin Patrick Mckendree
Troy Allen McMillin

S
S
S
S

Berjle Meng
Done Patrick Muller
Brendon Daniel Murphy
Istn Patrick Murphy
Robert James Nelson

S
S
S
S
S

Ashley Rose Oberdick
Maxwell Phillips Ould
Ke Pan
Jin Park
Evan James Ponselli

S
S
S
S
S

Ryan Matthew Polotsky
Babakdewan Kaur Balthore
Luke A. Rawson
Steven John Barnwark
Mark Joseph Rimhaw

S
S
S
S
S

Zachary James Roukee
Bumuky Sao
Shiyu Shen
Justin Patrick Smith
Evam Paul Stemmer

S
S
S
S
S

Samantha Rae Stover
Sara Marie Sowan
Andrea Symone Taylor
Yuanxi Tang

S
S
S
S
S

Michael Thomas Tiesma
Nicholas Dane Triskste
Joshua Douglass Vaughn
Anthony Michael Vecchino
Tiana Marie Vissoc

S
S
S
S
S

Christopher Alexander Vliesches
Kyle William Walter
Shan Wan

S
S
S
S

Peng Wang
Shaojun Wang

S
S
S
S

Elizabeth Suzanne Webster
Lauren Marie Wenneham

S
S
S
S

Ashley Christine Wilkie
Myanhong Won

S
S
S
S

Junjie Wu
Jingyin Xiao

S
S
S
S

Huang Xu
Gao Sheng Xiong

S
S
S
S

Menglin Xu
Peng Yan

S
S
S
S

Christopher Yang
Frank Gaspare Yoskovich

S
S
S
S

Alija Yuan

S
S
S
S

** Yuji Zhao
Zeyu Zhao

S
S
S
S

Binbin Zhang
Jiawen Zhu

S
S
S
S

Finance

Garrett Marvin Adams
Xiao Ai

S
S
S
S

Akseliree Kownas Asplesen
Stephen Gene Barnett
Nicholas D. Bell

S
S
S
S

Alex Jarrel Berkeley
Adam Phillip Bernett
Matthew Zachary Blevins
Douglas Matthew Bou

S
S
S
S

Brandon Thomas Bounderger
Maxwell Levi Bullough
Matthew Ryan Carvano

S
S
S
S

Yang Cao
Javier Carboneal
Austin Scott Carpenter
Elizabeth Murgan Chad

S
S
S
S

Cheng Chen
Xiaqi Chen
Taohe Chen

S
S
S
S

Kevin James Cope
Alyssa Lynne Cubell
Christian Alexander Dioso

S
S
S
S

Xiaonor Du
Xiaoli Du
Derek S. Elaman
Shuai Fang

S
S
S
S

Rafe James Farhat
Michael Thomas Flanagan
William Robert Freekai
Huanwei Fu

S
S
S
S

Zachary James Gars
Yiyang Song

S
S
S
S

Malory Kristine Grifff
Helbosu Gu
Jiayi Gu

S
S
S
S

Guott Gupta
Fongtian Han
Sibei Hao

S
S
S
S

Christopher David Homadek
Anthony David Hayes

S
S
S
S

Nicholas Jason Heskett
Andrew John Horne

S
S
S
S

Ke Wu
Rajiyu Xu

S
S
S
S

Yining Yuan
Yuxing Zhang

S
S
S
S

Kevin James Kemen
Qiangfeng Jiang

S
S
S
S

Wuyi Zhong
Zeyuan Zhang

S
S
S
S

Zhengjiao Zhang
Junjie Zhang

S
S
S
S

Hengyao Zhang
Siyuan Zhu

S
S
S
S

Yiyang Hou
Ze Sun

S
S
S
S

Pengfei Hou
Zihang Hu

S
S
S
S

Yutong Hu
Wenxin Tang

S
S
S
S

Xinyue Tao
Xiaolin Wu

S
S
S
S

Yonghwan Jin
Yuexin Jia

S
S
S
S

Yuxin Jia
Zhong Chen

S
S
S
S

Xiaolin Jun
Zuyun Jun

S
S
S
S

YuyiJiang
Zhuanjun Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yiming Jiang
Zhenrong Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yingqiao Jiang
Zhejiang Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yongli Jiang
Zheming Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yujun Jiang
Zhijun Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yuxin Jiang
Zihao Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yanjiang Jiang
Zhengmin Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yuanjiang Jiang
Zhuo Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yuyu Jiang
Zhenzhang Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yuzhen Jiang
Zhiqiang Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yuzhen Jiang
Zhizhan Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yuzhen Jiang
Zhiyuan Jiang

S
S
S
S

Yuzhen Jiang
Zhiyong Jiang
The Eli Broad College of Business

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

**Finance (cont.)**

Jeremy David Gasner  
Brittany Lynne Golla  
Christopher David Galgus  
Aaron Samuel Gold  
Fighting Geng  
Justin Leigh Griffith  
Brian Michael Gust  
Bridget Christina Hais  
Elvin Hei III  
Akhon Sun Hamilton  
Jade Marie Harman  
Morgan Elizabeth Hannah  
Elian Maria Paas  
Emily Grace Hines  
Paige Katherine Jacpina  
Zachary Hub Johnson  
Maisy Ann Jones  
Jeneve Jung  
Leanne Elizabeth Kaczperski  
John P. Keplee III  
Tayton Kim  
Franz Anthony King  
Sarah Christine Kutscher  
Huy Son Daniel Lee  
Kathleen Rae Leevers  
Brandon Scott Leverette  
Yiny Lin  
Ya Qiong Lui  
Lance Michael Lucens  
Corbin Gale Rose Martinez  
Tracy Lee McKellar  
Alex Steven Mynorek  
Jack Christian Honker  
Sung Yoon Moon  
Taylor Monique Moore  
Kevinn Thomas Huma  
Jessica Dawn Nabozny  
Kristin Elizabeth Nethercut  
Nelcy Marie Nowak  
Elizabeth Ann Ollie  
Alexandra Leigh Poleyak  
Bradley Wells Peterson  
Maxwell Carl Powell  
Cari Lynn Praeh  
Kyle Matthew Biais  
Saudara Susan Rhoad  
Brittany Ann Riddles  
Rachel Shaw Rosenberg  
Catherine Michelle Bowley  
Elizabeth Rachel Rowsey  
Courtney Saylor  
Miles Stanley Schlesner  
Arin Karthik Shah  
Saira Juan Shah  
Nyvaphi Shim  
Minghui Shin  
Megan Michelle Spinkler  
Katherine Esther Solano  
Jeffrey Allen Sunk  
Jordan Kristin Stirling  
Weichung Sun  
Samantha Lee Suter  
Shioging Tang  
Yuxin Tang  
Jordaan Michael Tomszewski  
Adrian L. Tonon  
Angela Gabrielle Venturini  
Jennifer Katherine Walter  
Cielon Selcuk Weng  
Julian Jackson Wang  
Morgan Marie Woodbury  
*Audrey Lynn Wm  
Katelyn Anne Woznycki  
Yanjing Xie  
Zekun Zhou  

**Human Resource Management**

Taylor Leigh Cranston  
Hannah Rose Flost  
Kathryn Marie Harman  
Ashley Rebecca Jones  
Jianqang Luo  
Anthony James Scarletta  
Yiny Lin  

**Marketing**

*Dee*  
Andrew Lynn Ab  
*HS*  
Haley Joan Aldrich  
Si Bae Lee  
Anna Ann Bech  
Lee Michael Betagole  
Kenhall Majanbeta  
Gregory Ans Boylan  
Christopher Sean Burgess  
Hyun Jin Byun  
Vincent Michael Catzena  
Yeou Hei Cho  
Robert William Coleman  
David Michael Dreisbach  
Donald Evan Eby  
Chi Wei Fang  
Alejandro Gonzalez  
David Richard Goodman  
Minjun Guak  
Madison Maragel Henry  
Chelse Victoria Hugaley  
Jay Michael Jaehlin  
Ashlie Marie Jenkins  
Jeffrey David Kadli  
Alan Stewart Keating  
Brian Yong Kim  
Kyle Griffin Koch  
Jihoong Kong  
Shane Tyler Lenore  
Geoffry Scott Laporte  
Minhdua Li  
Chih-Tsen Liu  
Ryan Alexander Lovell  
Yantao Ma  
Andrew Edward Maxwell  
Michelle Mishal Michaels  
David Robert Nissen  
Ying Pan  
Colin William Philtod  
Ryan Daniel Pulli  
Ryanaiya Ro  
Margery Mary Rykae  
Daniel Cecelia Skaff  
Nicole Marie Smith  
Nicholas Edward Sowers  

**Supply Chain Management**

* Cody Hunter Allen  
  Alish Richard Albert  
  Clarissa Marie Ahlstrom  
  Belthi Solomon Apogale  
  Kevin Bradley Baker  
  Sidhum Prakash Bantham  
  Kyle James Bowen  
  Alexander Bruce Brown  
  Stephanie Leigh Bunn  
  Sonae Nicole Buria  
  Julianne Jean Butler  
  Maggie Calista  
  John Ghyong Cho  
  MinSoo Cheung  
  Samuel Hao Cho  
  *Kyle Michael Collins*  
  Wesley Grant Curtis  
  Jordan Daniell Davis  
  Shelby Suvandi Dominik  
  Chaitika S. Doriay  
  Daniela Mistria Druzy  
  Chelsea Nicholas Engel  
  Sarah Lynn Finque  
  Corlaine Bobby Gambino  
  Wudai Gao  
  Jordan Axel Gaei  
  Orlando Joseph Gillispie  
  Kyle Brandon Goings  
  Kevin James Goudsworth  
  Ruje Ge  
  **David Mark Heneker**  
  Jonathan Paul Hou  
  Matthew William Jospam  
  Uzair Khan  
  Inkyu Kim  
  Jiyoung Kim  
  Jennifer J. Kolodowski  
  Kirthik Krishnan  
  Hangang Li  
  Warshan Liang  
  Kevin Lin  
  Yinh Long  
  Adam Christopher Lulin  
  Karliton Sullivan Lynch  
  Dandel Ma  
  Jerad Andrew Mease  
  Daniel Marlin McGregor  
  Cassandra Michele Mccarthy  
  Adey Mitchell  
  Katherine Grace Mette  
  Evan David Miller  
  Amr Akram Mohamed  
  Arvind Srinivasan Narang  
  Chinmodya Shepherd Nnewe  

**Management (cont.)**

Elizabeth Marla Oxlie  
John Richard Onaga  
Riti Ruby Petruni  
Jared Harsholl Phillips  
Mingxin Shi  
Chuanjing Shao  
*Mark Anthony Rugaldz*  
Bao Zheng  
Qian Zhou  

**Eli Broad College of Business**

**Supply Chain Management (cont.)**

*Elizabeth Martina Oxley*  
*John Richard Onaga*  
*Riti Ruby Petruni*  
*Jared Harsholl Phillips*  
*Mingxin Shi*  
*Chuanjing Shao*  
*Mark Anthony Rugaldz*  
Bao Zheng  
Qian Zhou  

**Business Honors**

Kathryn Thomas McCampbell  
Samantha Lynn McFadden  
Michael Bell  
Seok Fang  
Zou Zekun  

**Economics**

*Jeffrey Andrew Adams*  
*Haley Joan Aldrich*  
*Ken Hasegawa*  
*Jihoong Kong*  
*Andrew Edward Maxwell*  
*Michelle Mishal Michaels*  
*David Robert Nissen*  
*Ying Pan*  
*Colin William Philtod*  
*Ryan Daniel Pulli*  
*Ryanaiya Ro*  
*Margery Mary Rykae*  
*Daniel Cecelia Skaff*  
*Nicole Marie Smith*  
*Nicholas Edward Sowers*  

**Management**

*Emily Jeanne Anderson*  
*Lauree Lynn Axe*  
*David James Baldwin*  
*Shelby Lou Bensley*  
*Antony Rae Borden*  
*Rachel Christine Baria*  
*Eric James Benjamin*  
*Taylor Michael Branum*  
*Hillary Jo Cherry*  
*Po-Hao Chiu*  
*Julia Kathryn Clark*  
*Kevin Howard Corbett*  
*Melissa Lauren Davis*  
*Siwei Du*  
*Spring Michelle Eilamzian*  
*Zachary Paul Eiming*  
*Zheng Yu*  
*Ryan J. Fentis*  
*Marc Todd Forrest*  
*Daniel Joseph France*  
*Allison Kristen Fraser*  

A. Academic Scholar  
H. Honors College  
S. Summer Session  
W. With Honor  
H. With High Honor
Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

James Madison College

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS

S Lucy Ellen Abernethy
S* Kathryn Rose Allen
S Anas Ayrun
S Jason Yoaf Aoraha
Ailos Azizal
Ashley Lyn Austin
Kim Ryan Azodiina
Marcos Dominic Baldozi
S Emily Rose Bank
Kath Enory Bartlett
S James Evans Beaton
Bryan Jon Beck
S James Leland Blauka
H Jordan Alan Birman
S Dominique Jacques Blisk
S Dominic Michael Bonell
Matthew Paul Boughton
H Joss-Wie Augusta Bradley
H* Melanie Rose Brendler
S Jacob Werns Brezinski
S Alexs Lynn Brockman
H* Eric Thomas Brooks
Corey John Broschak
S Aaron Thomas Bukovich
S Amanda Zwie Busche
S John J. Cigo
H* Maggie Curry
H* Shelby Lynne Couch
Briana Nicole Cummings
Bradley Clayton Curtis
Katelin Elizabeth David
Teresa Elizabeth David
Julia Luisa De Castilhos
S Jesse Meyer DeFauw
Asena Ann Dickie
Hayley Marie Dungan
Chad Michael Duchinsky
Wyatt Edward Eisenberger
Nethaniel Robert Federchak
David Richard Galiern
Ell Samuel Gospiah
S Chryst A. Grant-Wagner
Emma Victoria Grisom
Steven Hamilton Gold
Michael Phillip Guthrie
S Robert James Hansen
Bradley L. Harris
H S* Reid Dylan Holzbauer
S Morgan Elizabeth Julo
Hustin Yasser Kazem
Philip Michael Keiser
H Bradley Justin Keis
Angela Mora Kengara
S YJ Joe Kim
S Julia Eugenio Krenag
S Megan Elizabeth Kupa
Eileen Claire Lester
Brian Harris Levy
Jack Lukeh Lyon
Brandon Thomas Madden
Rebecca H. Marzou
Meghan Elizabeth Marriss
Even Scott Martin
Garrett George Miller
Kaitlyn Alexandra
Montgomery
Angelina Rose Mother
Matthew Stephen Molley
S Morgan Rose Murphy
Maxwell Evan O’diri
S Christopher Michael Overton
S Thomas Constantine Panagias
May Ann Pocie
Selina Courtney Pascoel
S Megan Katherine Peters
Kaiwai Shiohta Raitazaka
Hope Estelie Robinson
S Robert Anthony Sanders
Adeamae Elizabeth Scribner
Rachel Irene Shamie
Taitha Ann Slevin
Justin H. Soffe
Orna Song
Kathryn Christine Stoecker
Debra Lynne Suckey
Andrew Kimmyn Swanson
S Corin Burkefield Swanson
S Erin Lancaster Tock
Sannah Lorraine Schmitz Troctman
Patrick Russell Turcotte
Alexis Anne Warner
Rob Lynn Whipple
S Stephen Frederick Wouden
S Robert John Zieie

S Carolyn Frances Schupp
H* Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
S Vernon Lony LeLone
S Nicholas Vor Pozwatz
H* Biochemistry/Biotechnology
S Brendan Francis Johnson
H* Biology
S Timothy Caudry Wheeler
H* Biomedical Laboratory Science
S* Vinh Xuan Duong
S Ashley Suzann Hurand
H* Chemistry
S* Bryam Charles Cousins
H* Computer Science
S* Madlyn Rose Parker
H* Earth Sciences
S* Erik Charles Carr
S* Environmental Biology/Zoology
S* Jacqueline Anne Greig
S* Environmental Geosciences
S* Charlotte Irene Lee
S Environmental Sciences and Management
S Rachel Elizabeth Kohler
S Fisheres and Wildlife
S* Emily Marie Loubert
S Rachel Nicole Teets
S* Genomics and Molecular Genetics
H* Christine Sisk
S* Stephanie Lynn Zebbe
H* History, Philosophy and Sociology of Science
S Justin Gabriel Clyker
S Grace Antonia Davis
S Kaya Beth Hines
S Latach Mitchell Jeter
S* Viktor Nikolovski
S Sarah Lynn Overcashier
S* Human Biology
S Jake Marie Biermann
S* Tristan Spencer Blanchette
S Christopher Neen-chung Chong
S Alexander Manuel Chovee-Tenter
S Jonathan Donald Colley
S Alehya Sanjivn Deshpande
S Sudheer Badhuram Dnep
S* Mali Eileen Griffin
S Christopher Matthew Horn
S* Ellen Suzanne Howard
S Anthony Chi-Hung Lai
S Sana Nadarzyn
S* Julie Thuy Nguyen
S Blake William Ramos
S Caroline Remnay Riddle
S* Tracy Marie Rous
S Samee Taar
Nicholas Edwin Tisdale
S Jocey Lee Winship
S* Elise Marie Wright
S* Lucas John Zawfie
S* Microbiology
S* Nabhani Amr Al Hoque
S* Anthony Keith Watkins
S* Neuroscience
H Grace Antonia Davis
S* Nutritional Sciences
Caelic Hope Jarred
S* McKelle Anne Qualk
S* Physiology
S* Gine Ancistetiu Camogo
S* Joshua David Caroville
S* Nolan Areen Hughes
S* William Franklin Kim
S* Nicole Kasum Patel
S* Jorden Paul Van De Velde
S* Zoology
S* Nicole Kalman Amy
S* Julie Ruth Cheenest
S* Ross Louis Cyma
S* Joanna Marie Delmois
S* Jane L. Dickson
S* Laura Ann Kewskow
S* Kathryn Ann Lator
S* Maggiee Ann Labard
S* Molly Elizabeth Maynard
S* Victoria Jean-Marie Miller
S* Sarah Lauren Selhagen
College of Natural Science

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Human Biology (cont.)
Haley Marie McNab
S Cady Alan Meeker
S Rachel Lynn Melching
S Chelsea Jo Merlilt
S Kyle Preston Nagy
S George William Neu
S Brianna Carol Nevils
S Angela Marie Noel
S Kevin Uis Parikh
S Niral Patel
S Amanda Maria Phillips
H Daniel MacLean Pickard
S Kali Ann Sanguinetti
S Jacqueline Ann Saunders
S Jason Theodore Schuster
S Aaron Robert Schwebel
S George John Schwinckel III
S Lindsey Anne Sever
S Youcef Slimmim Seysen
H Amanda Michelle Shoemaker
S Katie Michelle Simon
S Shaylyn Kay Sinclair
S Logan Kline Sparks
S William Thomas Starbird
S Amy Mark Stastolle
S Chace Edward Taylor
S Edward Michael Wallace
S Lionel Kline Wallin
S Klaire Ann Wills
S Emily Mya Richa Wallston
S Jenny Anthony Yone

Mathematics
S Ernest Katta Balagane
S Tyler Ray Backer
S Yen Hen
S Susan Sol Hsian
S Joshua Scott Jones

S Jun Liu
S Patrick D. Montgomery
S Vitor Viktorowski
S Mark Edward Oghina
S Jonathan Hartwell Peadest
H* David Peter Taca
S Yiyan Zhao

Microbiology
S Meloa Ann Bailey
S * Michael Alan Bok
H Nicholas Eugenever Bogulak
S Cheryl Lauren Natalie Christie
S Angela Mary Dolomme
S Kevin Aryan Dixon
S Jacqueline Amanda Dyus
S Jessica Ann Halley
S Travor James Paul McCann
S Morgan Elizabeth McPartin
S Keenan Patrick Mullany
S Ryan Michael Quanvillo
S Michael William Reitmeyer
S Ducilla Phillip Swift
S Matthew Stephen VanDeusen
S Jerrod H. Weiskell turnover
S Alex XiaoFei Yang

Nutritional Sciences
S Yi Luon
S Claire Marie Mullar
S Robert Michael Spitzley

Physical Science
S Jessica Rae Meylan

Physics
S Erik Michael Cipperone
S Ian Scott La Valley
S Austin Troy Lo
S Karthik Padmanabhan
S Jamo Scott Peters
S Nothen John Wasylewski

Pharmacology
S* Katelyn Taylor Andrews
S Christopher Richard Craig
S Kolabs Alkiswani Hakida
H S Rebecca Marie Martin
S Gary Paul Miklyan
S Kewaon Patricia Mullany
S Amanda Kaye O'heren
S Daniel Patrick Oretorny
S Aliano Rico II
S Jessica Rose Tyszkowsky
S Charles Richard Year
S Christine Lee Wolf

Plant Biology
S Christopher Charles Gottschalk

Statistics
S Joseph Taylor Ashworth
S Derek Peter Daman
S Daniel Hoang-TrI Le
S Kui Liu
H* Adam David Scarnelli
S Elizabeth Vander Meulen
S Glen Wang

Zoology
S Courtney Leigh Abbas
S Yeeminah Abdulfattah
S An-LiLei Li
S Michael Paul Andrus
H* Karen Elizabeth Beatly
S Lauren Rachel Bell
S Stacey Leigh Biakiesiew
S Murai Taj Billa
S Courtney Kay Born
S Everett James-Hammers
S Bowes
S Gour El-Dayo
S * Elise Margaret Cipolla
S Sarah Elizabeth Cox
S Keli Jillian Davis
S Megan Elizabeth Demeskie
S Bradley Steven Despins
S Gabrielle Elizabeth Diaggio
S Heather Clayton Gervais
S John Kenneth Havington
S Christopher Ryan Hessell
S Andrea Maria Jacobs
S Catelyn Marie Jones
S Christina Marie Kennedy
S Scarlett Honig Kinshasa
S Sarah Marie Kopchia
S Jacqueline Marie Kraft
S Laura Catherine Mackler
S David Alphonse Mcleod
S Peter Thomas Matchick
S Natalie Marie McNicholas
S Stephanie Michelle Mcleod
S Blass Russell Meyler
S Justin Michael Miles
S Kristina Rita Morell
S Michelle Gregory Mott
S Bill Nunnay
S Marjorie Bee Nicks
S Victor Jeanette Peek
S Jamie Shannon Romig
S Greggo lan Russell
S Margot Ellen Savana
S Catherine A. Simons
S Jeanine Marie Simpson
S Erin Delaney Tresoware
S Patricia Kay Trippe
S Brittany Lauren Walter
S Kihy Dasaem Ward

Sarah Rebecca Aberastury
S Kevin Paul Alderton
S Brianna Lynn Alger
S Maria Huiyan Banao
S Benjamin Joseph Gevitz
S Ebony Marie Hall
S Emily Marie Harlow
S Teresa Frances Harris
S Megan Ashley Hart
S Emily Elizabeth Head
S Alexandra Virginia Heiman
S Amellie Rose Hechtsein
S Jennifer Marie Hoenaff
S Lori Lynn Holley
S Jennifer Jane Holbrook
S James Frederick Holzberger
S Bethany Rose Horner
S Lauren Michelle Howard
S Jessica Jean Hummel
S Maya Pilai Iaqquirre
S Dominique Reeves Jones
S Whitney Marlan Jones
S Daniel Kurt Joseph
S Mary Catherine Josephi
S Melissa Sue Kallavic
S Abby Darika Kowalski
S Joanna Leigh Koekooi
S Allison Anne Kosting
S Rebecca Marie Lansi
S Hannah Christine Landman
S Ryan Patrick Lance
S Ashleigh Rhythm Leese
S Dana Kathleen LeBar
S Melissa Ann Lee
S Emily Anne Letarte
S * Kesby Jo Leavell
S Rachel May Lin
S Kyle Jieling Lin
S Keilie Elizabeth Lisiak
S Karen Rose Longak
S Sara Anne Margraf
S Artem Martinova
S Ashley Elizabeth Manfra
S Laura Christine McCarron
S Erin Jean McClain
S Jesse Lee McDonald
S Kristine Nicole Miles
S Wendy Lynn Miles
S Chelsea Nicole Moree
SCorey Lauren Monroe
S Megan Sandra Pegolloski
S Valerie Joy Pool
S * Katherine Marie Payne
S Rachel Anne Peterson
S * Jennifer Lynn Retlic
S Drew Michael Flemmons
S Christina Marie Pradel
S Veronica Anne Praylik
S Rachael Jean Rei
S Zakary Steven Rich
S Alice Nicole Riscor
S Kathryn Rose Risik
S Kelly Ann Ryder
S Courtney Rene Sestack
S Devon Richard Manning
S Sanders
S Lindsey Beth Sarbo
S Bryant Michael Smith
S Kimberly Joy Smits
S Lindsey Beth Stophersen
S Holly Beatrice Stoward
S Giovanna Angelina Stock
S Kinlen Elizabeth Swalsten
S Magpie Elizabeth Symonds
S Keilie Lauren Treasurer
S Kali Michelle Teste
S Kelis Louise Theisen
S Alex M. Tomlinson
S H* Alexandra Catherine Mary Triccozz
S Nathaniel Robert Urban
S Jawaher Marie Vial
S Emily Ray Viala
S * Kali Louise Wangelin
S Adrienne Marie Wilkerson
S Zachary Donald Wisner

Baccalaureate Degrees and Graduates – Summer and Fall 2013

Mary H. Mundt, Dean

COLLEGE OF NURSING

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Hannah Christine Landman
S Ryan Patrick Lance
S Ashleigh Rhythm Leese
S Dana Kathleen LeBar
S Melissa Ann Lee
S Emily Anne Letarte
S Kesby Jo Leavell
S Rachel May Lin
S Kyle Jieling Lin
S Keilie Elizabeth Lisiak
S Karen Rose Longak
S Sara Anne Margraf
S Artem Martinova
S Ashley Elizabeth Manfra
S Laura Christine McCarron
S Erin Jean McClain
S Jesse Lee McDonald
S Kristine Nicole Miles
S Wendy Lynn Miles
S Chelsea Nicole Moree
S Corey Lauren Monroe
S Megan Sandra Pegolloski
S Valerie Joy Pool
S Katherine Marie Payne
S Rachel Anne Peterson
S Jennifer Lynn Retlic
S Drew Michael Flemmons
S Christina Marie Pradel
S Veronica Anne Praylik
S Rachael Jean Rei
S Zakary Steven Rich
S Alice Nicole Riscor
S Kathryn Rose Risik
S Kelly Ann Ryder
S Courtney Rene Sestack
S Devon Richard Manning
S Sanders
S Lindsey Beth Sarbo
S Bryant Michael Smith
S Kimberly Joy Smits
S Lindsey Beth Stophersen
S Holly Beatrice Stoward
S Giovanna Angelina Stock
S Kinlen Elizabeth Swalsten
S Magpie Elizabeth Symonds
S Keilie Lauren Treasurer
S Kali Michelle Teste
S Kelis Louise Theisen
S Alex M. Tomlinson
S H* Alexandra Catherine Mary Triccozz
S Nathaniel Robert Urban
S Jawaher Marie Vial
S Emily Ray Viala
S * Kali Louise Wangelin
S Adrienne Marie Wilkerson
S Zachary Donald Wisner

A Academic Scholar
S Honors College
S Summer Session
S With Honor
S ** With High Honor

A Academic Scholar
S Honors College
S Summer Session
S With Honor
S ** With High Honor
Baccalaureate Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

Veterinary Technology
- Leah Marie Hoge
- Amanda Mary Kriel
- Sara Mae Hauser
- S

Agricultural Science
- S

Animal Sciences
- April Renee Roodbeen
- Katherine Mary Savole
- Courtney Lynne Struck
- S

Agricultural Science
- S

Aerospace Studies
- Developmental Engineer
  - Olivia Shaw Kinney
  - S

Military Science
- Army Nurse Corps
  - Enid Ann Letarte
  - Wendy Lynn Miles
  - S

- Aviation
  - Daniel Aaron Ramos
  - S

- Field Artillery
  - Nathan Michael Ray
  - S

- Ordnance Corps
  - Christopher Holbrook Goodwin
  - S

- Quartermaster Corps
  - James Stuart Wolf
  - S

- Signal Corps
  - Kyle John Sahutske
  - S

These students have completed their Reserve Officers Training Corps education at Michigan State University and have received their commissions as reserve officers of the United States Air Force or the United States Army.

Douglas W. Estry, Associate Provost
for Undergraduate Education and
Dean of Undergraduate Studies

RESERVE OFFICERS TRAINING CORPS

AEROSPACE STUDIES
- Intelligence
  - Julia Eugenio Kreag
  - S

MILITARY SCIENCE
- Field Artillery
  - Nathan Michael Ray
  - S

- Ordnance Corps
  - Christopher Holbrook Goodwin
  - S

- Quartermaster Corps
  - James Stuart Wolf
  - S

- Signal Corps
  - Kyle John Sahutske
  - S

These students have completed their Reserve Officers Training Corps education at Michigan State University and have received their commissions as reserve officers of the United States Air Force or the United States Army.
GRADUATE DEGREES AND GRADUATE PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

• Notable discoveries include homogenization of milk and the anticancer drug cisplatin
• U.S. News & World Report ranks MSU first in the nation for 18 years for graduate programs in elementary and secondary education
• U.S. News & World Report ranks MSU first in the nation for graduate programs in nuclear physics, industrial and organizational psychology
• MSU was selected by the U.S. Department of Energy to design and establish the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams, a more than $700 million facility that will advance understanding of rare nuclear isotopes and the evolution of the cosmos and provide research opportunities for scientists and students from around the globe


ADVANCED DEGREES
ORDER OF CEREMONIES

Presiding
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President
Michigan State University

Processional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra II
Etienne Charles, Conductor

The Star Spangled Banner (lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Francis Scott Key, Arranged by Michael D. Sailors
Led by Rochelle Fortin
The MSU Jazz Orchestra II and Audience

Presentation of Honorary Degree Candidates
Stephen D. H. Hsu, Vice President for Research and Graduate Studies

Address
Mary Sue Coleman
President
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan

Special Music
New Girl
Composed by Duke Pearson
Instrumental Soloists: Leif Gearhart-Hall, trumpet (junior, jazz studies), Julian Velasco, tenor saxophone (freshman, jazz studies), and Kim Vi, piano (senior, jazz studies)

Introduction and Remarks
The Honorable Joel I. Ferguson, Chairman, MSU Board of Trustees

Confering of Degrees
Lou Anna Kimsey Simon, President

Alma Mater (lyrics, page 9)
Composed by Bernard Traynor, Arranged by Michael D. Sailors
(The Orchestra, Mrs. Fortin, and Audience)

Recessional
The MSU Jazz Orchestra II
Etienne Charles, Conductor

Professor L. Susan Carter, Chairperson, The Steering Committee, MSU Academic Governance, is the academic mace bearer.
The audience is requested to remain seated while those in the processional are entering and leaving the arena.
Master's Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013
College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Degree of Master of Arts
Environmental Design
- Mengwyn Peng
- Rory Quintero Hyde
- Eric Joseph Kopinski

Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics
- Chessorah Chantorn
- Jacob Costabile
- Neal James Hayden
- Shen Jin
- Jongs Woo Kim
- Jessica Cheryl Vite-Goulding
- Aydia Yochved Wineman

Animal Science
- Lisa Anne Kaulbersch
- Jeremy Noal Hoover
- Jorge Eduardo Rico Navarrete

BioSystems Engineering
- Amanda Nicole Bennett
- Emily Lorraine Campbell
- Mahelw Tehese Goredew
- Leila Shiree-Saber Gaughran
- Shannon Lee Henderson
- Maria Melba Rojas Downing
- Georgia H. Sanchez
- Shuai Zhang
- Yuan Zhong

Community, Agriculture, Recreation and Resource Studies
- Terra Laine Bogart

Interior Design and Facilities Management
- Linde Jean Luoma

Fisheries and Wildlife
- Benjamin Wayne Felt
- Ryan Evan Fletcher
- Diana Kerril Guzman Colon
- Corey Anne Jager
- Jodi Marie Kreuser
- Yang Li
- Ryan Douglas MacWilliams
- Julie Rose Mcinti
- Lisa Kay Peterson
- Jared Arthur Ross
- Jacob Brilliant Stoller
- Elizabeth Anne Throckmorton
- Mikael Tore Rosario

Food Science
- Sarah Chiungo
- Connel Chong'anda
- Maranatha Nduzie Loper
- Daniel Mwalwayo
- Smith Gifford Natha
- Finda Alimasi Nyame
- Derrick Joseph Pauwels

Forestry
- James Bryan Wertherich

Horticulture
- Dana Djuro Acimovic
- Allison Nicole Jones

William Steven Lindberg
- Xuexi Wang
- Heidi Marie Wollberger

Packaging
- Neer Zainab Asadi
- Richard Andrew Balton
- Clift Alan Condon
- James Ryan Fitzsimmons
- Ktitrij Kudlik Galwad
- Jason William Garvey
- Ning Gong
- Alka Andra Grabowski
- Shahab Jam
- Jyoon Lee
- Andrealee Warner
- Cory Jay Wilson
- Jin Zhang
- Yuanchen Zhang
- Yulong Zhao

Plant Breeding, Genetics and Biotechnology-Horticulture
- Jennifer Marie Evans
- Wei-Kuang Lin

Plant Pathology
- Nancy May Dykema
- Caroline Escobar Ochoa
- Cory Alan Outwater

Critical Studies in Literacy and Pedagogy
- Simone West

Digital Rhetoric and Professional Writing
- James Edward Jackson
- Michael Walter Wojcick

Literature in English
- Sarah Margaret Panuska

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
- Hyojong Kim

Degree of Master of Science

Agricultural Economics
- Sara Raha Quiri

Agricultural, Food and Resource Economics
- Sharon Lee Henderson
- Maria Melba Rojas Downing
- Georgia H. Sanchez
- Shuai Zhang
- Yuan Zhong

Animal Science
- Lisa Anne Kaulbersch
- Jeremy Noal Hoover
- Jorge Eduardo Rico Navarrete

BioSystems Engineering
- Amanda Nicole Bennett
- Emily Lorraine Campbell
- Mahelw Tehese Goredew
- Leila Shiree-Saber Gaughran
- Shannon Lee Henderson
- Maria Melba Rojas Downing
- Georgia H. Sanchez
- Shuai Zhang
- Yuan Zhong

Community, Agriculture, Recreation and Resource Studies
- Terra Laine Bogart

Interior Design and Facilities Management
- Linde Jean Luoma

Fisheries and Wildlife
- Benjamin Wayne Felt
- Ryan Evan Fletcher
- Diana Kerril Guzman Colon
- Corey Anne Jager
- Jodi Marie Kreuser
- Yang Li
- Ryan Douglas MacWilliams
- Julie Rose Mcinti
- Lisa Kay Peterson
- Jared Arthur Ross
- Jacob Brilliant Stoller
- Elizabeth Anne Throckmorton
- Mikael Tore Rosario

Food Science
- Sarah Chiungo
- Connel Chong'anda
- Maranatha Nduzie Loper
- Daniel Mwalwayo
- Smith Gifford Natha
- Finda Alimasi Nyame
- Derrick Joseph Pauwels

Forestry
- James Bryan Wertherich

Horticulture
- Dana Djuro Acimovic
- Allison Nicole Jones

William Steven Lindberg
- Xuexi Wang
- Heidi Marie Wollberger

Packaging
- Neer Zainab Asadi
- Richard Andrew Balton
- Clift Alan Condon
- James Ryan Fitzsimmons
- Ktitrij Kudlik Galwad
- Jason William Garvey
- Ning Gong
- Alka Andra Grabowski
- Shahab Jam
- Jyoon Lee
- Andrealee Warner
- Cory Jay Wilson
- Jin Zhang
- Yuanchen Zhang
- Yulong Zhao

Plant Breeding, Genetics and Biotechnology-Horticulture
- Jennifer Marie Evans
- Wei-Kuang Lin

Plant Pathology
- Nancy May Dykema
- Caroline Escobar Ochoa
- Cory Alan Outwater

Critical Studies in Literacy and Pedagogy
- Simone West

Digital Rhetoric and Professional Writing
- James Edward Jackson
- Michael Walter Wojcick

Literature in English
- Sarah Margaret Panuska

Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages
- Hyojong Kim

Degree of Master of Fine Arts

Studio Art
- Ryan William Grendzyl
- Volodymyr Shcherbak
- Steven Sam Stradley
Stefanie L. Lenway, Dean

THE ELI BROAD GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT

Master's Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

DEGREE OF MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Graduates and Candidates

S Zachary T. Anderson
S David Edward Grant
S Sean Elliott Harnes

S Goldsby, Barbara Harper Jr.
S Cristin Marie Rindfleisch

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Accounting
S Alexander James Aitken
S Scott Adam Berkin
S Nicholas Robert Berti
S Nicholas, John Bonder
S Allison Leigh Brady
S Elizabeth Noelle Brooks
S Kerrie Burgesson
S Elizabeth Marie Campo
S Rendall Solomon Caudill
S Te-Chung Cheng
S Alexandra Jane Cohelli
S John Mark Downey
S Nije Duan
S Ting Feng
S Vannessa Foreen
S Steven Timothy Gaylord
S Brandon Michael Gingill
S Angela Melissa Gromer
S We Guo
S Abraham David Hartline
S Dorus Matthew Jackson
S Ross Lewis Klein
S Dewey Kong
S Jing Kong
S Nicholas George Kossaras
S Michael Leung
S Mengdi Li
S Denying Liang
S Chang Liu
S Xinya Liu
S Doo Lu
S Patricia Lawrence McCarthy
S Savina Anisha Mehta
S Ronnie D. Melvin
S Bryant Donald Morrison
S Kaitlin Grant Neave

S William Clark Munro
S Gary Stephen Osteph
S Megan Colbath Pines
S Blanca Monique Popen
S Dannong Qin
S Jessica Lauren Reading
S Samantha Whitney Rock
S Alyssa Mary Roeth
S Scott Thomas Schneider
S Mengfan Sheng
S John Richard Shields
S Ian Christopher Sonesson-Abbott
S Ryan Thomas Thomsburg
S Stephen Robert Tolger
S Erik Scott Van Tanneren
S James Maxwell Wade
S Benjamin L. Weber
S Mark William Payne Wykle
S Deming Xu
S Yi Yang
S Yabin Yu
S Christopher Dennis Zek
S Tianhong Zhang
S Chengang Zhou
S Shuhan Zhan
S Kevin Jacob Zoller

S Business Research
S Rohil Shalea
S Ruilian He
S Lei Huang
S Zhen Jia
S Garin Khamara
S Justin Wright Lavandour
S Jordan Elliott Mertz
S Batteni Sijblodades
S Yi Zhang

S Finance
S Ichian Ahn
S Bumi Cheon
S Shi Guo
S Sengarok Han
S Woon Sok Hong
S Hye Soo Kim
S Hyang Keun Kim
S Sung Yup Kim
S Takhuny Kim
S Yongcheon Kim
S Hyeonghun Lee
S Jungho Lee
S Yeong Luo
S Jinse Park
S Dawson Seo
S Min Kyung Song
S Joo Hyuk Sung
S Dan Xu
S Kewei Xu
S Weiwei Xu
S Sung Eul Yang
S Kewang Yoon
S Yan Zhao

S Hospitality Business Management
S Daniel David Kilpatrick
S Jinghong Luo
S Guo Su

S Marketing Research
S Mike Aplin
S Xiling Bai
S Disha Bhadadra
S Colleen Balo Cottrell
S Angela Elizabeth Denkela

S Supply Chain Management
S Andrea Michelle Budzynski
S Hongyan Chen
S Brittney X. Gustafsson
S Jonathan Michael Jansons
S Lauretta M. Nussir
S Jason Bay Nudziwikzi
S Matthew D. Rodgers
S Qiyi Su
S Ian Edward Sutherland
S Shaolin Tian
S Ying Wang

S Blanca Maria Espinoza
S Nicholas George Gordenier
S Patrick Gerald Grace
S Nicholas Andrew Henry
S Ashlee Marie Jenkins
S Charlotte Jensen Kamphuis
S Brian Reeder Leech
S Christine Laurens Maibaud
S Rachel Lynne Margulies
S Sahar Mehrabi
S Zhong Qian
S Sudipto Mukherjee
S Jun Ni
S William Andrew Ortman III
S Hudson Andre Pitts II
S Cory Wayne Potter
S Ross Andrew Simone
S Tima Tooma
S Travis Alan Witschkow
S Shuhang Xu
S Jingyu Zhang
S Weiyu Zhang
S Xu Zhang

S Advertising
S Yuchen Chen
S Xiaomeng Han
S Mengtian Jiang
S Chen Ankai Kang
S Mike Li
S Qi Liu
S Cassandra Lee McVicar
S Jessica Kelly Smith
S Jingyan Sun
S Shubai Yuan

S Communication
S Ying Cheng

S Pamela S. Whitten, Dean

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES

Master's Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Advertising
S Yichen Chen
S Xiaomeng Han
S Mengtian Jiang
S Chen Ankai Kang
S Mike Li
S Qi Liu
S Cassandra Lee McVicar
S Jessica Kelly Smith
S Jingyan Sun
S Shubai Yuan

Communication
S Ying Cheng

S Carle Lee Cunningham
S James Michael Felin
S Hyo Seung Kah
S Sui Park
S Lu Wang
S Yi Zhu

S Communication Sciences and Disorders
S Jocelyn Elise Salmeter
S Stacy Lynn Vondre

Health and Risk Communication
S Dua Alsouda

S Syed Ali Hussain
S Journalism
S Duygu Kamer

Public Relations
S Rayna Lynn Ambruzschnaer
S Bethany Marie Bakos
S Peng Ding
S Grant Douglas Gtre
S Ming Lu
S Victoria Elizabeth Merritt
S Jessica Erin O'fly
S Samantha Marie Ruiz

S Telecommunication, Information Studies and Media
S Nathaniel Rupert Abberathy
S Emily Ann Fox
S Tyler Michel Oliver
S Ruth Joy Shilliar
S Allison Mary Victoria
S Briny-McCain
S Zheng Yang
S Tayebah Yasmin Nia

S Summer Session
Master's Degrees  
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

Leo C. Kempe1, Acting Dean

COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Chemical Engineering
Li Chai
Kya Earl Thompson

Civil Engineering
Imran Hanif
Yao Huang

Electrical Engineering
Atif M. Abu-Ageel
Laura Cecilia Acosta Silveira
Hassan Assary
Ahmed Ibrahim Elayan
Saud Qahtan

Computer Science
Samuel David Chapman
Dennis Richard Cornwall
Rosemary Lynne Dukas

Mechanical Engineering
John Eric Tranan

Materials Science and Engineering
Alexander Jeffrey Baumann

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Chemical Engineering
Austin George Gregory
Norwell B. Abbass Niazi
Masoud Mirmomen
Cristian Lorenzo Vidal Elia

Civil Engineering
Imran Hanif
Yao Huang

Electrical Engineering
Atif M. Abu-Ageel
Laura Cecilia Acosta Silveira
Hassan Assary
Ahmed Ibrahim Elayan
Saud Qahtan

Computer Science
Samuel David Chapman
Dennis Richard Cornwall
Rosemary Lynne Dukas

Mechanical Engineering
John Eric Tranan

Materials Science and Engineering
Alexander Jeffrey Baumann

Colleagues and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

Marsha D. Rappley, Dean

COLLEGE OF HUMAN MEDICINE

DEGREE OF MASTER OF PUBLIC HEALTH

Kristen R. Admiraal
Beth Anne Lee Allen
Robyn Marie Bechtel
Khalil Fouad Beddour
Nicholas Kristen Boland
Shelby Rae Beutler
Sarah Lynn Bryant
Katherine Marie Degesie
Seth Thomas Eckel
Abby Louise Eisenlohr
Deanna Nicole Gardner
Esperanza Rachel Gehrich-McDonald

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Epidemiology
Chrysalis Price
Master's Degrees
Graduates and Candidates - Summer and Fall 2013

James B. Forger, Dean
COLLEGE OF MUSIC

DEGREE OF MASTER OF MUSIC

Music Conducting
S Melissa Arnold
S Christine Emily Ellee
S Christopher Ray Nickelson
S Ryan Arthur Person

Music Education
S David Andrew Baldwin
S Claire Lynn Douthit
S Marguerite Claire Grupka
S Jamie Bawae Keller

Siobhan Patricia O’Brien
John Glenn Pohland
Haley Joyce Sulitz
Catherine Ann Waldron

Music Performance
S Jonathan Karl Straub

Music Theory
S Cassie Ann Keogh

COLLEGE OF MUSIC

Summer Session
R. James Kirkpatrick, Dean

DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS

Biomedical Laboratory Science
S Renata Liz Van Etten

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE

Applied Statistics
S Kun Liu

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology
Gregory Alan Fanum
Aike Jessica Hochzuki

Biological Science
Benjamin Paul Cooper
S Anthony William Palmieri
Joseph Frank Salerno
S Erika Leigh Ullrey

Biomedical Laboratory Operations
S Richard Dowin Byrd

Chemistry
Katherine Lynette Logan-Ortiz

Clinical Laboratory Sciences
Jaspreet Singh Grewal

Geological Sciences
Benjamin Garrick Johnson
Yubing Ma

Industrial Mathematics
S Elizabeth Ann Carter

Mathematics
S T. J. Gaffney
Jianfei Zeng

Microbiology and Molecular Genetics
Jacquelyn Amanda Dycus
Emaly Starrett Lewis

Physical Science
S Christine Joy Hagar
S David Lee Piggott

Physics
S Daniel Maloney Alt
Malay Marut Oas
S Matthijs Huinink
S Jonathan Lee Wheeler

Physiology
Haritha Durairaj
Sarah Ann Keaton

Statistics
Danielle Kay Barnes
S Ranjit S. Bawa
Hongli Gao
S Leonard Chukwuma Johnson
Jared H. Prescott
Juri Sticherbek
S Qianzhen Wang
Li Yang

Zoology
S David Anthony Urban

Plant Biology
Wenyen Du
William Kurt Kovac
David Michael Minor

S Summer Session
Masters Degrees
Candidate – Fall 2013

Mary H. Mundt, Dean
COLLEGE OF NURSING

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NURSING

Wendy Kathrine Popma

Master's Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

William D. Strampel, Dean
COLLEGE OF
OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

DEGREE OF MASTER OF SCIENCE:

Integrative Pharmacology
David S. Ramirez

Laboratory Research in Pharmacology and Toxicology
Lauren Maria Azvedo

Pharmacology and Toxicology
Ponakope Maria Bilalack
Cristine Jennifer Burfeind
Erica Roth Cermak
Rebecca Caroline Craven
Christina Michelle Dickson
Derrick Allen Dimon

Christopher Joe Elders
Michael Scott Enser
Zachary Todd Goldstein
Monica Patrice Herr
Katherine Mary Hovely
Kael Lashira Jones-Farmer
Megan Nicole McConnell

Jenf Merritt
Jessica Lynn Resterskild
Tyler Henry Ryan
Carl Raymond Safi
Jason R. Sabat
Karen Annette VarLare
Lauren Fox Ward
Marsha D. Rappley, Dean

COLLEGE OF HUMAN MEDICINE

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF MEDICINE

Nana Siriboe Achampong
Kevin MichaelCoalter
Todd Roshel McHerron
Jason Paul Schultz
Ruchi Shah
Don Nasi Teed

William D. Stramppel, Dean

COLLEGE OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF OSTEOPATHIC MEDICINE

S Aishah Aslam
S Mark Alan Detlor
S Zinab Hassan Hashem
S Angela Taubee Heimholst
S Hao Anh Luong
S Taha Iftan Syed
S S Aishah Aslam
S Kent Wesley VandeVrede
S S Noora Ann Yoyakey

Christopher M. Brown, Dean

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

DEGREE OF DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

S Heejin Cho
S S Yuna Han

College of Law
Joan W. Howarth, Dean

LAW DEGREES

Board of Trustees
Lou Anna Kimsy Simon, President of Michigan State University and Michigan State University College of Law
Clifton E. Haley, ’61, President Emeritus
Linda M. Orans, ’87, Chairperson
Raymond R. Behan, ’60
Honorable M. Scott Bowen
Frederick D. Dilley, ’75, Vice Chairperson
Elaine Fieldman, ’86
Charles A. Jensen
Maurice G. Jenkins, ’81
Charles E. Langton, ’87
Douglas Laycock
Honorable David W. McKinley
Richard D. McLellan
Colleen M. McRae
Michael G. Morris, ’81
Bryan T. Newland, ’07
James M. Nicholson
Donald D. Nystrom, ’00
Stacy L. Erwin Oakes, ’01
David L. Porteous
G. Scott Romney

Honors associated with a degree candidate’s name are based on the individual’s cumulative grade point average through Summer 2013 and do not reflect Fall 2013 semester grades.
Joan W. Howarth, Dean

COLLEGE OF LAW

DEGREE OF JURIS DOCTOR

S Sophia Augeri
Andrew A. Bandtar
Kimberly Grace Barciay

S Jeremy J. Brown
Gerald Lee Carr
Matthew Phillip Clark

S Mary Rachel Forshee

DEGREE OF MASTER OF LAWS

S Djibril S. Adam
Rawen Abdullahz Alakeel
Mohammed Abdulrahman Alaziz
Khadi Alkhalid Alghadheer
Rami Nader Atiwill
Hamoud Abdullah Alkilafi
Aisha Abdullah Alkhalidi

S Osama Nasser Alansour

Goldwyn Bertrand Harper Jr.
Samuel Edward Hensley
Ross Janeczyk
Matthew Ann Keating
Ross William Kelemen
Hammad Mustafa Khan
Kenneth Langille

S Jonathan Fritz E. Litt
Jonna Nisik
Jacqueline Elizabeth Mcintosh
Kerneth Upchurch Mosmugo
Sean Patrick Peterson
Maria S. Popomol
Garrett R. Potter

S Christie C. Turner
Majida Diana Starlight
Norman Washington
Pamela Bruce White
Kent Richard Wood
King Lan Wuu
Ying Yenman

Law Degrees
Graduates and Candidates – Summer and Fall 2013

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE

John Gaboury
Chairperson

Katherine Boyd
Undergraduate Student Representative

Debra Dotterer

Raechel “Bess” German

Jonelle Golding

Karen Koomprens

Thomas LaRouere

Undergraduate Student Representative

Wanda Lipscomb

Ali Moebs

Graduate Student Representative

Barbara Moore

Undergraduate Student Representative

James Peaney

Richard Shafer

John Wagner

Betsy White

Thomas Wolff

COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE
John Gaboury Chairperson
Katherine Boyd Undergraduate Student Representative
Debra Dotterer
Raechel “Bess” German
Jonelle Golding
Karen Koomprens
Thomas LaRouere Undergraduate Student Representative
Wanda Lipscomb
Ali Moebs Graduate Student Representative
Barbara Moore Undergraduate Student Representative
James Peaney Richard Shafer John Wagner Betsy White Thomas Wolff

“Until the moment degrees are conferred and diplomas presented, a university and its students are in a temporary relationship. Either can disclaim the other at any time before that final moment. But when commencement is concluded, Michigan State University places its stamp of approval upon you. You become part of this University... forever.”

John A. Hannah (1902-1991)
President, Michigan State University (1941-1969)